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Software Defined Radio based Mixed Signal Detection Laboratories for
Enhancing Undergraduate Communication and Networking Curricula

Abstract: Communication and networking courses, especially wireless communication and
networking courses, have become more and more important in many disciplines such as
Electrical Engineering, Computer Science, and Computer Engineering. Due to costly hardware
needed for communication and networking teaching laboratories, many of these courses are
taught without a laboratory. In the rare cases of existing labs, such hardware based teaching labs
lack the flexibility to evolve over time and adapt to different environments.

Supported by a NSF TUES type II project, we have developed a series of software defined radio
(SDR) based mixed signal detection laboratories for enhancing undergraduate communication
and networking curricula. In our previous NSF funded CCLI project “Evolvable wireless
laboratory design and implementation for enhancing undergraduate wireless engineering
education”, we have developed and demonstrated the first nationwide example of evolvable SDR
based laboratories for three existing undergraduate courses.

In this project, we are developing new lab components that can be adopted by multiple courses
ranging from freshman year introductory course to senior year capstone design projects.
Specifically, in this paper, we report the development of a SDR based mixed radio frequency
signal detection platform with a graphical user interface (GUI). This user-friendly GUI will
allow students to adjust RF parameters such as carrier frequency, symbol rate, pulse shaping
filter, etc., and mix multiple RF signals together. Additionally, students are able to observe the
transmitted signal in both time and frequency at both transmitter and receiver. At receiver side,
the SDR based platform also provides students the functionality of performing RF signal
detection via different detection methods including energy based detection, waveform based
detection, and cyclostationary analysis based detection. It is shown that by exploiting
sophisticated signal processing techniques such as cyclostationary analysis, mixed RF signal
components can be detected and identified.

Through collaboration among the three participating institutions (Wright State University, Miami
University (a mostly undergraduate serving institution), and Central State University (an
HBCU)), based platform will be integrated in undergraduate curricula of all three institutions.

1. Introduction
Need and Motivation: In this paper, we report a series of software defined radio based mixed
signal detection laboratories to give students hands-on experiences with radio frequency signal
detection and estimation. Signal detection and RF parameter estimation are very important topics
for electrical engineering students, especially those who are specializing in communication and
signal processing. However, most of the existing signal detection and estimation courses in
universities are taught without a lab.
Electrical engineering and computer science are practical disciplines, and students learn by doing.
Hands-on experience is an integral part of their learning. Students learn from equations and
homework; they learn from computer simulations through Matlab and Labview; but nothing
beats a real laboratory where they can get their hands dirty.
Traditionally, communication and networking laboratories are conducted using RF equipment
such as radio frequency signal generators and spectrum analyzers, or custom-made/special
laboratory equipment. Such equipment is always expensive and it is not feasible to purchase
multiple sets of such equipment to accommodate an undergraduate teaching lab. To solve this
problem, we have developed and demonstrated the first nationwide example of evolvable
software defined radio (SDR) [1]-[7] based communication and networking laboratories Supported
by an NSF CCLI type I project, we developed an affordable SDR based platform and multiple
experiments on it to serve three undergraduate communication and networking courses [8][9].
Inspired by the success of the type I project, we have received support from an NSF TUES type
II grant to extend and expand our effort to develop more teaching labs based on this SDR
platform both vertically and horizontally. Specifically, we are designing and developing more lab
modules to serve a wide range of courses from freshman year introduction courses to capstone
senior design courses. Additionally, the three participating institutions of this project (Wright
State University, Miami University (a mostly undergraduate serving institution), and Central
State University (an HBCU)) are collaborating to deploy the lab modules developed at each
individual institution across all campuses. We have presented our results from this project in
previous ASEE conferences [10][11][12][13].
In this paper, we present the newest result from our NSF TUES Type II project: a software
defined radio (SDR) based implementation and demonstration of the cyclostationary analysis
based mixed signal detection system. Specifically, employing USRP software defined radio
platform and GNU radio software, we have developed a graphical user interface (GUI)
controlled mixed RF signal generator and mixed RF signal detector. The mixed RF signal
generator is capable of generating mixed RF signal with multiple individual signal components.
The mixed RF signal detector is able to detect the existence of multiple individual signal
components while traditional spectrum analysis fails to reveal the existence of mixed signals
components.
2. Mixed RF Signal Detection and Estimation

In most existing work of signal detection and RF parameter estimation, it is often assumed that in
any given spectrum band, there is only one single RF transmission. Fig. 1(a) shows this
simplified spectrum scenario where multiple signals are located at different frequency bands, and
a narrowband filter can be used to distinguish these narrowband transmissions. However, in an
advanced communication system such as a cognitive radio network, multiple signals might
significantly overlap in the spectrum. Fig. 1(b) illustrates the scenario where two narrowband
transmissions with similar but different RF parameters mixed together. At the communication
receiver, the resulting spectrum is illustrated in Fig. 1(c). It is clear that a conventional spectrum
analysis is not capable of identifying that there are two signals mixed together here.
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Fig. 1 Mixed Signals with Significant Spectral Overlap
The mixed signal scenario is not a big problem for conventional communication systems.
However, to teach our undergraduate electrical engineering students with state-of-the-art
communication technologies such as cognitive radio network, it is crucial to show them how to
detect the existence of mixed signals, count the number of mixed signal components in each
band, estimate the RF parameters of each signal component and identify their signal types.
3. Software Defined Radio based Mixed RF Signal Detection Platform
In our previous work, we demonstrated the feasibility of using second order cyclostationary
analysis to detect and identify mixed RF signals through spectrum correlation function (SCF)
and spectrum coherence function (SOF) [14][15][16][17]. By employing SCF and SOF features, we
were able to find a stable threshold in our mixed signal detection algorithm to determine how
many mixed RF signal components are present. We also evaluated the detection and parameter
estimation performance under various channel conditions and signal mixture scenarios via
numerical simulations.
Based on our previous work, we have developed a software defined radio based mixed RF signal
generator and a software defined radio based mixed RF signal detector for enhancing
undergraduate communication and networking curricula. Specifically, we have used the
universal software radio peripheral (USRP) [6][7] hardware by ETTUS and National Instruments
because of its popularity in academia and its affordability. We have developed the platform on
four different kinds of USRP boards: USRP1, USRP2, USRP N210, and USRP X300. We have
also used arbitrary waveform generator, vector spectrum analyzer, wireless channel emulator and
digital phosphor oscilloscope to validate and expedite the development of our lab modules.
Figure 2 illustrates the current set up of the software defined radio based mixed RF signal
generator and mixed RF signal detector. As shown in Figure 2, on the left side, we have a GUI

controlled SDR based mixed RF signal generator. On the right side, in Figure 2, shows the GUI
controlled SDR based mixed RF signal detector. An Agilent vector spectrum analyzer shown in
the middle of Figure 2 is used to validate the RF transmission and detection over the air.

Fig. 2 SDR based Mixed Signal Generator and Mixed Signal Detector
4. Laboratory Examples
Many different laboratories can be designed and developed using this general RF signal
detection platform. We have developed a graphical user interface (GUI) to control the SDR
based mixed RF signal generator which allows users to easily adjust parameters of the desired
mixed RF signal to be generated. Fig. 3 illustrates the GUI of the SDR based mixed RF signal
generator.

Fig. 3 GUI of SDR based Mixed RF Signal Generator
As shown in Figure 3, user can easily adjust the RF parameters to generate mixed (or non-mixed)
RF signals. Specifically, the GUI provides a convenient interface to a user to control all RF
parameters of the mixed RF signal generator. The functions designed in our system include:
(1) The number of individual signal components can be set;
(2) The sampling rate and transmission time can also be set;
(3) The shaping filter can be selected as rectangular function, Hanning function, or raised cosine
function;
(4) Each individual signal component’s modulation type can be chosen as BPSK, QPSK, 8PSK,
or 16QAM;
(5) For each individual signal component, the amplitude, carrier frequency and symbol rate can
all be set independently;
(6) Click the “Setting parameters” button, the mixed signal will be generated;
(7) Click the “Transmit!” button, the generated signal will be sent by the USRP SDR.
Figure 4 shows the GUI of the developed SDR based mixed RF signal detector. As shown in
Figure 4, a button is pressed to obtain RF data from the USRP software defined radio boards for
further processing. The user can easily adjust certain RF parameters including center frequency,
sampling rate, frequency resolution, minimal cyclic frequency, maximum cyclic frequency, etc.
After the data is obtained from USRP and also stored on the hard drive of the computer

controlling the SDR, the mixed RF signal detector can perform time domain analysis, frequency
domain analysis, and cyclostationary analysis.

Fig. 4 GUI of SDR based mixed RF signal detector
Figure 5 shows the GUI of an example of a mixed RF signal generation of two individual RF
signal components with significant spectrum overlap. As shown in Figure 5, we choose the
carrier frequencies of two BPSK modulated individual signal components to be close to each
other so they overlap significantly in spectrum.

Fig. 5 Signal generation of signal with significant spectrum overlap
Figure 6 shows the time domain analysis result at the GUI of the SDR based mixed RF signal
detector. Specifically, in-phase and quadrature components of the down-converted RF signal are
displayed in the window on the right side of the GUI.

Fig. 6 Time domain analysis of signal with significant spectrum overlap

Figure 7 shows the frequency domain analysis result at the GUI of the SDR based mixed RF
signal detector. Specifically, fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the down-converted RF signal result
is displayed in the window on the right side of the GUI. As seen in Figure 7, the two individual
RF signal components are significantly overlapping in spectrum, therefore, the frequency domain
analysis is incapable of detecting and distinguishing the two individual RF signal components.

Fig. 7 Frequency domain analysis of signal with significant spectrum overlap
Figure 8 shows the cyclostationary analysis result at the GUI of the SDR based mixed RF signal
detector. Specifically, SCF of the down-converted RF signal result is displayed in the window on
the right side of the GUI. As seen in Figure 8, the spectrum correlation function is a three
dimensional fingerprint of the received RF signal.

Fig. 8 Cyclostationary analysis of signal with significant spectrum overlap
Figure 9 shows the SCF feature around the symbol rate at the GUI of the SDR based mixed RF
signal detector. As seen in Figure 9, the two peaks correspond to the symbol rates of the SCF
feature after integration across the frequency domain at a fixed cyclic frequency. It is evident
that there are two individual RF signal components in the mixed RF signal even when they are
significantly overlapping in spectrum.

Fig. 9 SCF symbol rate feature of signal with significant spectrum overlap
5. Enhancing Curricula
The developed SDR based RF mixed signal detection platform has become a very useful tool to
enhance the communication and networking curricula at Wright State University, University of
Miami, and Central State University. The platform is very user friendly through its GUI and its
graphical display of the signal and analysis results. Labs built upon this platform are being
adopted in multiple courses such as EE4210/6210 Digital Communication, EE4730/6730
Wireless Communication, EE7350 Wireless Communication Techniques, and EE8000 Advanced
Electronic Warfare.
The platform provides students with an intuitive understanding of the time domain waveform,
frequency domain analysis, and cyclostationary analysis of RF signals. By adjusting RF
parameters, students are excited and gain important hands-on experiences. During the course
review, we have received universal positive feedback on the labs and the SDR based platform.
Due to the graphical manner of the platform, this platform is also a useful tool to attract high
school students into STEM fields. We have shown this platform to multiple groups of visiting
high school students at Wright State University and invariably students have been highly
intrigued by the intuitive graphical display of advanced signal detection and estimation
algorithms.
6. Conclusions

Supported by an NSF TUES type II grant, we have developed a software defined radio (SDR)
based RF mixed signal detection platform for enhancing undergraduate communication and
networking curricula. The SDR based platform allows students to observe the communication
signals in time domain and frequency domain, as well as cyclostationary analysis domain.
Students can easily adjust RF parameters and digital modulation schemes of the communication
through a GUI. Additionally, students can perform advanced signal analysis on RF signals. We
have developed a series of laboratories on this platform and integrated them in multiple courses
across three participating institutions.
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